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Prepare to Encounter Goddesses, Daimons & Parallel WorldsSigmund Freud called dreams

the “royal road to the unconscious,” but to bestselling author and world-renowned dream

explorer Robert Moss, they are more: portals to the imaginal realm, a higher reality that exists

at the intersection of time and eternity. The traveler’s tales in this book are just-so stories in the

sense that they spring from direct experience in the many worlds. As you journey from the

temple of the Great Goddess at Ephesus to an amazing chance encounter on an airplane,

from Dracula country in Transylvania to the astral realm of Luna, you’ll confirm that the doors to

the otherworld open from wherever you are. You’ll see what it means to live on a mythic edge

and to make a deal with your personal Death for a life extension. At any moment, you may fall,

like the author, into the lap of a goddess or the jaws of an archetype.



Praise for Mysterious Realities“Story medicine is a powerful elixir in these uncertain times.

Potent word-weavers like Robert Moss shape their stories in such a way that the reader feels

instead of knows, journeys rather than arrives. Mysterious Realities offers opportunities to

encounter the mystical through story without confining or defining the experience, without

placing limits on what is essentially wild, ancient, and infinite.”— Danielle Dulsky, E-RYT 500,

YACEP, author of The Holy Wild and Creatrix at Living Mandala Yoga“Robert Moss is a

‘mything link,’ and his new book, Mysterious Realities, is one of the most luminous revelations

of those who travel between the worlds. Using words as wands, this magus of the imaginal

realm accompanies the reader on visionary journeys, soul-capturing dreams, and encounters

with once and future archetypes. This is not an innocent book. The very reading is an initiation,

a sea change into something rich and strange. It is a message from a future human, a

representative from a parallel world, one who has solved present challenges by entering

realms that few as yet dare to enter. Read this numinous book, and enter if you dare.”— Jean

Houston, author of A Mythic Life“What an utter delight to travel through Robert Moss’s rich

imaginai world. I feel like my head and heart are seven sizes bigger. What a wondrous inner

adventure I’ve just had.”— Jennifer Louden, author of The Life Organizer and The Woman’s

Comfort Book“Robert Moss’s Mysterious Realities opens doors to the worlds beyond the

mundane, to the joy and grief, terror and passion of the many-branching universe. There are

always more of us, following ever-deeper paths, and if we are going to find the true, the good,

and the beautiful of our lives, it behooves us to explore those paths. Sink into this book and

luxuriate in all that is possible — so that you, too, can cruise through your own imaginai

realms.”— Manda Scott, author of the Boudica Dreaming seriesPraise for Other Books by

Robert Moss“Robert Moss removes the veil separating us from the underlying patterns and

processes that provide meaning, direction, and joyful wonder in life. This book is urgently

needed as an antidote to the deadening chorus of materialistic science that tells us there is no

purpose or direction in our world, and intention and will are illusions. Sidewalk Oracles is CPR

for the soul.”— Larry Dossey, MD, author of One Mind“Robert Moss is peerless in shifting us

from seeing our life as boring and ordinary to seeing it as filled with meaningful messages and

magic.”— Stephen Dinan, of The Shift Network“The historical perspective and broad scope of

meaning that Robert Moss brings to his readers are instructive — even enlightening.”— Joyce

Hawkes, PhD, author of Cell-Level Healing“Writing about dreams, Moss is eloquent and

authoritative, a wise teacher.”— Publishers Weekly“[The Secret History of Dreaming is]

captivating, well written, and sure to please.”— Library Journal“The Boy Who Died and Came

Back is a masterpiece.”— Bonnie Horrigan, author of Red Moon Passage“Moss infuses the

magical with the mundane in a manner that lends real weight and volume to their narratives.…

Believer and skeptic alike will discover that time spent with Moss will be enjoyable and perhaps

life-changing.”— ForeWord“[The Boy Who Died and Came Back] by Robert Moss shares the

amazing story of his life and adventures in nonordinary realms. He teaches us about dreams,

the multiverse, and death and shares powerful teachings to wake us up to a new awareness of

just how many paths we walk through the seen and unseen worlds.”— Sandra Ingerman, MA,

author of Soul Retrieval and Medicine for the Earth“Robert Moss is a weaver of worlds. In The

Boy Who Died and Came Back, he entwines the shamanic with the classical, the mythological

with the historical with gold-threaded prose.… Moss’s book is a superb illustration of the

restless, exuberant creativity of consciousness.”— Julia Assante, author of The Last
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Duke Calls My NameAbout the AuthorBeforetaleUnder the Wings of PegasusHere is how this

book found its way to publication. At the close of one of my workshops in Berkeley — in which

synchronicity was a major theme — I walked with my coordinator to a restaurant. I talked about

three things along the way. The first was Pegasus, the winged horse, born from the blood of

nightmare, capable of opening the springs of the Muses — the surge of creative inspiration —

under his stamping hooves. Second, I spoke of how I had many folders of “almost complete

stories” that probably wanted to be put in the hands of the right publisher. I had given the

collection a title long ago: Mysterious Realities. They were essentially just-so stories, tales from

my adventures as a dreamer in many worlds. I remarked that a theme in many of these tales is

that we may be living more than one life right now.“While I am walking with you to dinner,” I said

to Jane by way of example, “there is another Robert who is not going out to dinner, and

another who never started leading dream workshops, and another who never moved to the

United States, and who knows how many Roberts who died before now.”I started talking about

the many-worlds theory in physics, which holds that we are living in one of numberless parallel

universes that can interact with each other. I stopped in midsentence when I saw a winged

horse, white and magnificent, on the other side of the street. It was on the sign of a used

bookstore: Pegasus Books.“Excuse me,” I said to Jane, “I just have to run in there.”I darted

across the street, dodging cars. Fortunately Berkeley drivers are generally kind to

pedestrians.From the threshold of Pegasus Books, at eye level, I saw my surname in upper-

case letters on the spine of a book. MOSS. The title of the book was Almost Complete Poems. I



assumed the author was Howard Moss, but no, it was Stanley Moss. His poetry, previously

unknown to me, was of some interest, but it was his title that seized me. I had been talking

about almost complete stories, and here was an author with my surname who had actually

published a collection of almost complete poems.I looked at the book next to Almost Complete

Poems. The title was I Must Be Living Twice.Pegasus, almost complete literary productions,

living parallel lives. I sensed laughter behind the curtain of the world, as if those who make

these things come together were snickering, “Do you think he gets it? Is three times enough?”I

had a lunch date the next day with my favorite editor, Georgia Hughes, who had published,

most recently, my book Sidewalk Oracles, which is all about playing with signs and

synchronicity in everyday life. I had a fresh story on this theme, and I was eager to share it with

her.Synchronicity had brought Georgia and me together a decade before, and the friendship

we developed had turned me, for the first time in my life, into a constant author, producing book

after book on dreaming and imagination, which Georgia received with great warmth and edited

with great professional insight. She is highly intuitive, and may well have picked up the fact that

the creator inside me was pushing for me to deliver something different from my previous

books in several genres.We met at an Italian restaurant in Walnut Creek, California, exchanged

hugs, and ordered wine. Before the wine was delivered — and before I had a chance to tell my

tale of Pegasus and the almost complete stories — Georgia looked me in the eye and said,

“You know what book of yours I’d like to publish next? A collection of your stories — all these

amazing adventures in travel that you have in this world and the worlds where you go in your

dreams.”“That’s exactly what I want to do next.”I told her about my bookstore experience.By the

time our wine arrived, we had reached an agreement. We clinked glasses to celebrate the

future publication of Mysterious Realities, with a nod to the shelf elves who were surely at play

in that bookstore, under the wings of Pegasus.Welcome to the Imaginai RealmThere is a world

between time and eternity with structures created by thought that outlast anything on Earth.

This is the imaginai realm. You may enter it through the gate of dreams, or the gate of death, or

on nights when you drop your body like a bathrobe. Here you will find schools and palaces,

places of adventure, healing, and initiation.The imaginai realm is a fundamental ground of

knowledge and experience. It is a region of mind between the world of time and the world of

eternity. In this realm human imagination meets intelligences from higher realities, and they

coconstruct places of healing, instruction, and initiation. Here ideas and powers beyond the

grasp of the ordinary human mind — call them archetypes, tutelary spirits, gods, or daimons —

take on guises humans can begin to perceive and understand.The great medieval Sufi

philosopher Suhrawardi insisted on the objective reality of the imaginai realm, and he also

insisted that the way to grasp it is the way of experience: “Pilgrims of the spirit succeed in

contemplating this world, and they find there every object of their desire.” To know the realm of

true imagination, you must go there yourself. Happily for you — once you wake up to what is

going on — the doors may open to you any night in dreams, or in the fertile place between

sleep and waking, or in a special moment of synchronicity when the universe gets personal

and you know, through your shivers, that greater powers are in play.In dreams, we awaken to

other orders of reality. When we wake up in our regular bodies, we may have fallen asleep in

another world. Sometimes, lying in the drifty state near sleep, I sense that as I grow drowsy, a

second self, back-to-back with me on the bed, is stirring awake, ready to prowl. I call him the

Traveler.I track the Traveler by recording his exploits — the ones I manage to catch — in my

journal. In one report he seems to be very like my present self, just two days ahead of me, on

my present probable event track. Sometimes he is much further ahead, or on a different event

track, or in another body in another time or another world.The travelers’ tales in this book are



just-so stories in the sense that they spring from direct experience in the imaginai realm, my

own and that of other dream travelers who have shared their adventures with me. This territory

is more familiar to you than you may currently realize. You are a traveler in your dreams,

whether or not you remember them.You visit realms where the dead are alive. You travel into

the possible future, scouting the roads that lie ahead. You travel into the past, into scenes from

your present life, and other lives that are part of your story. You go to studio sets, where dream

movies are made by production crews behind the scenes, to arouse and entertain, or to shock

dreamers awake. You slip into parallel lives, where your parallel selves are moving on different

event tracks because they made different choices.What is going on in your dreams doesn’t

necessarily stop when you wake up or switch to a different screen. The action may play on, like

episodes in a television series that continue to run after you turn off the set.It gets more

interesting. When you exit a scene from a life you are leading somewhere else, you may or

may not remember where you were and who you are in that other world. When you do

remember, you tag what lingers in your mind as a dream.When you exit a dream that is also a

visit to a parallel life, your parallel self continues on its way. While you go about your day, your

other self may dream of you.In Mysterious Realities, you’ll confirm that the doors to the

imaginai realm open from wherever you are. You’ll see what it means to live on a mythic edge.

At any moment, you may fall, like the author, into the lap of a goddess or the jaws of an

archetype. Are you ready? A survival tip: don’t go to any world without your sense of humor.A

Storytelling of CrowsAirport security is easy this evening. I breeze through the pre-check line

without having to take off my shoes or my belt. Belle and Annie want to shop for presents —

someone’s birthday is coming up — so I tell them I’ll scout for a pub on our concourse and

meet them there. A pub that I like, where you can sit outside in a pretend beer garden and

people-watch, is at the far end of the concourse, but it has closed early. Reluctantly, I turn

around and walk back, toward a pub with an African theme that I like less.I pause at the

newsstand to get a bottle of water. I don’t expect much in the way of books in a shop like this,

but they have an extensive display that includes a rack of Penguin Classics. I glance at authors

and titles. Guy de Maupassant, E.M. Forster, Dostoyevsky. There’s a story collection by a writer

unknown to me with a really creepy title: Songs of a Dead Dreamer. The cover illustration is

even creepier. The figure staring out at the viewer looks like one of the evil dead. I have to buy

the book, if only to joke about the title with the girls when they catch up with me. Book in hand,

bottled water in the side of my carry-on, I head for the fake African pub.Then my right foot goes

sliding, followed by my left, and I am airborne. I don’t understand how I slipped. I tell myself to

let my body go slack, hoping to escape broken bones when I come down on the hard surface

of the walkway. I have the odd sensation that I am hovering, that something is keeping me up.

People moving around me are blurry, frames in a slideshow that isn’t paused. Yet I am paused,

at nine on a Friday evening, in an airport I thought I knew well, but not like this.From my

horizontal position, I see a pair of horrible yellow curly-toed pumps, brothel-creepers from an

Eastern harem. They can only belong to Ali. I see his narrow, oily face leering down at me. His

eyes are masked by wrap-around sunglasses.“He wants you,” says Ali. “Come on.”I get up as if

I am getting out of bed. I have the feeling I’m leaving something behind. I would like to look, but

I’m being moved too fast. I still have Songs of a Dead Dreamer in my hand.I say to Ali, “Why

are you wearing shades?”“We are among the shades.”The scene has shifted. Through a forest

choked with vines and creepers, I see a black mountain ahead. This is not the way I wish to

see him. Hot tongues of flame flash in and out of the moving mountain. Black limbs flourish

weapons. There are eyes, bulging, reddened, uncountable tusks and teeth. And a cavernous

opening in the belly of the mountain that gives the impression of an organic meat grinder.“He is



not in a good mood,” Ali says, unnecessarily. He prostrates himself before the living mountain.I

can’t move my gaze from what is moving inside that cavernous opening. It reminds me now of

the mechanism of an immense and complicated clock. Are those human figures, bound to its

moving parts in their revolutions?Through the hiss of steam and the crackle of fire, I hear a

softer, subtler sound coming from the mountain. No question. It is the ticking of a clock.“Please

show yourself as you did before,” I say to the mountain. “In a form in which I can bear to look at

you.”I remain standing. Prostration is not my thing. Nor are titles and praise names. But I do

add, “Great one.” This seems good policy.A blast of hot air sears my skin. A great maddened

eye glares into mine. Giant arms or pincers are raised above me.“I have a story,” I pant, trying

not to buckle. “I think you will like it.”The forward movement of the monstrous mountain

slows.“Is it about me?”He is changed. He has assumed the appearance I can deal with best.

He looks like a maharaja in beautifully tailored clothes, speaking English with an Oxbridge

accent.“Of course.” This was not an exact truth. I would need to write him in.“Then begin.”I

recite from memory:The smell of crushed shellfish was strongest around dawn. The dye

makers kept their laborers up all night, grinding to make purple for the robes of emperors and

the hems of senators.The centurion groaned and sniffed. He would never like the smell of this

Phoenician city.His mistress draped her long body over his and murmured in his ear, “I

dreamed of the Galilean again.”The centurion groaned louder and reached for the beaker of

wine he had left near the bed. He was surrounded by talk of the Jew who was said to have

vanished from the cave where he was buried. The centurion was all but certain that his

followers had spirited the corpse away to manufacture a miracle, to turn a low rabble-rouser

into a theos aner, a god-man of the old style.Still, his woman had the sight. And Phoenician

witches were good with dreams. Everyone said so.“Enough!” Yama has shapeshifted again. He

is now seated in a director’s chair, wearing expensive but garish clothes with conflicting

patterns, and smoking a very large cigar.“Enough with that old story. I’m sick of it. Besides, the

movie has already been made.”“What movie?”“The one where a Roman officer plays detective,

investigating the disappearance of Jesus’s body. You took too long to finish that story. When

you don’t nail down a story as a script or a book, it flies away from you to be told by someone

else. Don’t you understand that yet?”This is dismaying news. I thought my story of the

centurion and the Phoenician witch was a winner.“Besides, we processed Cornelius ages ago.”

He snaps his fingers for his recorders. How does he know the name I have given to my fictional

centurion? Oh, right, he would know.“What happened to Cornelius the Illyrian?” Yama snaps at

one of his clerks.“He was sent to a different department. Through the Gate of Horn.”“Let’s get

to the point.” Yama is stirring and swelling, massing again as that smoking black mountain. “We

have to talk about your life situation.”“I’m happy to talk,” I say with no conviction.“I am glad to

hear that, my dear. But your situation is such that I can only talk with you if you wear my noose

around your neck.”“I accept.”With the thought, it is there. Yama’s necktie. The noose with which

he takes souls out of bodies. I feel its brush against my throat, but he lets it hang loosely,

flopping down over my collarbones.“Before we continue our conversation,” the Death Lord tells

me, “you will talk with my Recorders.”There they are, with their registers. They remind me of

intelligent, hairless chimpanzees. Long fingers turning pages. So many names and details.

Haven’t they upgraded their technology since the Raj?“What is this about?” I dare to ask. I

think I know the answer, but I would like to move things along.“There are three exit ramps in

plain sight,” one of them tells me. He gives me a date two years into the future.“How?”“Death

by choking.”Okay, a useful reminder. I make a mental note to chew my food properly, especially

when the food is a warm, crusty baguette, and to remember that time frame. I reach for a pen

to write it down, then realize that writing here won’t do me any good, as in one of those dreams



where you think you are writing your dream in a journal and wake to find the page is blank.“The

next exit date,” Yama’s clerk continues. This is a further two years into the future. Nothing to

worry about now. But I want to know how.“Death by drowning.”So, in this scenario, I stroke out.

I smile at my lousy mental pun. I will myself to hold the memory of that day, four years into the

future, when I could die by water.I am ready to hear my third exit date. I assume this will take

me out to my maximum allotment of time in this life. That is how things are supposed to

work.“No point in thinking about that, my dear.” It is Yama himself who is speaking. “Tell

him.”“Today is the day. The time of your death is now.”Now? But I’m not ready. I feel a stab of

grief. I see the faces of those I love, of those who love me. We have so much more life to share.

I think of things I have left undone, of seas where I never swam, of flowers I never smelled, of

books I left unwritten.“It can’t be now,” I protest.“The probability that you will depart your body

now is 98 percent,” says the clerk, talking as if he has an unseen calculator. “It will reach 100

percent when Belle accepts the fifty pounds of kayla.”“Fifty pounds of what? What is

kayla?”The Recorder runs a thin finger down his nose. He does not explain.“You once said it

was your practice to be ready to leave your body whenever I came for you.” Again it is the voice

of the master. I feel the noose tighten around my neck. It no longer feels silky. It feels like nylon

coated with powdered glass, like manja string.Hmmm. Yes, I did say that, didn’t I? I am

confused now. I left my body somewhere — oh yes, at Seattle airport — in midair.One of

Yama’s eyes expands until it becomes a television screen. Looking into it, I see my broken

body being lifted onto a stretcher. It is carried back through the concourse. Belle and Annie are

running after it, sobbing. Someone has given them my stuff. Annie grimaces at the cover of

Songs of a Dead Dreamer. My body is loaded into the back of an ambulance. A paramedic is

performing CPR. Heads are shaking. The heart has stopped. Is this the end of this body, on the

exit ramp from an airport?“I want a deal,” I tell Yama. His shape is not steady. It flickers between

the perfumed maharaja in his peacock finery and the smoking black mountain.“You have

nothing to deal with,” he tells me.“I have a story. That has always counted for you.”He considers

this. I know he is sensitive to the fact that he is missing from so many of the myths and legends

that are woven around other members of the pantheon. The masters who wrote the Katha

Upanishad did him honor, making him an ultimate spiritual teacher for the one who is willing to

step through his fire. But that is a rare exception.“No centurion. No messiah,” he

specifies.“Agreed.”“I am listening.” Now he is reclining on a divan, fanned by handmaidens

beating peacock plumes.I tell him a story that begins where I left my body. In this version, I do

not die in the ambulance. So the story is also an essay in parallel realities. I tell it like this:I am

flat on my back on the hard floor of the airport concourse. There are concerned faces above

me. One man wants to know if he should call an ambulance. It was such a hard fall that

something must be broken.As they help me to my feet, I reassure them I am fine. Truly I am. I

don’t understand why I am feeling no pain. It is as if some giant hand carried me down, like an

air mattress. Someone hands me the horror book.I see people rushing to put some orange

witches’ hats around the slick of liquid that caused my spill.“I guess I should be more careful

about my in-flight reading,” I joke to the girls when we meet at the pizza joint, the only place still

open where we can get a beer. I want to ask Belle a strange question, about fifty pounds of

kayla, whatever that is, but I sense that this might take me into a story I don’t want to play out.

The ladies are off to other places, so I board my plane alone. They have me up against a

bulkhead on the aisle, so I can stretch my leg but must pull in my shoulders — they are very

broad — every time a flight attendant comes by with a cart.I might manage a nap tonight, I

think. I open Songs of a Dead Dreamer at random and find myself in the midst of a story about

a dummy in a shop window who dreams of being human, or vice versa. I don’t think I’ll go there



for now.The seats beside me are empty. Maybe I’ll be able to stretch out. An extraordinary

figure is coming down the aisle. She seems immensely tall, with her high-heeled boots and top

hat. She is wearing black leather over a bustier. She points at the seat next to me. I stand to let

her in. She turns to a short, pudgy man behind her, directing him to take the window seat.As

we buckle up, I notice her gloves. The fingers are cut out. On the backs are huge death’s

heads.I’m usually game to chance an encounter with strangers on airplanes. It’s really an ideal

situation to taste other people’s life stories without any commitment beyond the duration of the

flight. However, I have four hours ahead, and I’m not sure where conversation with the lady with

the death’s-head gloves may lead.She breaks the ice when we start taxiing out onto the

runway. She turns around, inspects the cabin, and declares, “I like this flight.”When I glance her

way, she goes on, “All the seats are taken. Actuarially, when a plane is going to crash, at least

20 percent of the seats are empty.”Her male companion is leaning against the window, snoring

gently.“You look like a magician,” I tell the lady.“I do commit magic, in a way.”“In any special

way?”“Let’s just say that spankings are my friends.”If I have understood correctly, she has just

announced her occupation. She is a dominatrix. Not my scene. I hastily hide my horror book

with the horrible cover behind an airline magazine.Conversation lapses until the cart comes

round. She wants crème de menthe, which they don’t have. She settles for vodka, double.She

sips and plays with a long braid of hair falling from under the brim of her hat.“Do you think the

dead come to us in dreams?” she asks brightly, out of silence.“Absolutely.” I don’t hesitate.“Oh,

good. My dead husband showed up at my bedside last night. He was a rock musician. He was

shot in the face in a diner last year. It was in the papers. Anyway, he said he came to tell me

that he’s doing okay. He’s got a new job doing music and special effects for dreams that are

being produced where he is. Then the dreams are played in the minds of people down here.

What do you think of that?”“I think it’s a good story.”She sniffs and takes another swig of vodka,

and silence falls between us again. The cabin lights are dimmed. Most of the passengers are

napping or watching videos.The dominatrix leans against me. “Are you awake?”“Uh-huh.” I

open my eyes.“You’re a writer, aren’t you?”“I put together a few tales.”“I’ve got an idea for

you.”My Life as a Dominatrix. A succession of possible titles streams through my mind. A Story

That Will Pierce You. I assume that she thinks her life story is worth a book. Doesn’t everyone?

She snuggles next to me, sucking on that loose braid of ginger hair. She puts her mouth right

up against my ear. I can feel her warm breath. She murmurs, “I’d love to read a story told from

the point of view of Jezebel.”I am trying to remember the Bible account of Jezebel.She puts her

hand on my thigh. “Those Phoenician witches are so good with dreams.”I pull away, stunned.

She knows a story I have been working on. How is that possible? Is her dead husband — the

one she said is doing special effects for dreams — speaking in her mind?I stammer something

tepid, like, “It’s an interesting idea.” And pretend to sleep.When I open my eyelids, the cabin is

even darker than before, and one of my legs remains asleep until I hobble back to the

restroom. I pick up a beer from the galley before returning to my seat.As soon as I reclaim my

seat, her eyes are on me. As before, her words come gusting out of nowhere, like the erratic

winds of the Midi.“I like crows. And ravens,” she announces.“Of course you do.”“Do you know

the collective noun for a group of crows or ravens?”Ah. A chance to gain a few points in this

staccato conversation. I am quite proud of myself when I respond, “Yes, I do. It is a murder of

crows, and an unkindness of ravens.” I am theatrical as I say unkindness. It has always seemed

to me even more sinister than murder.“Oh, everyone knows that,” she counters, dismissive to

the point of spitting. “There is another word, far more interesting, and it applies both to crows

and ravens. Do you want to know what it is?”“Okay.”“It is a storytelling. Of crows, or of ravens.

Would you like to know why that term fits precisely?”“I am sure you are going to tell me.”“I saw



this myself. I came upon a large gathering of crows — a storytelling. They were silent, except

for one crow at the center who was talking away. Crows have quite a large vocabulary, you

know. He cawed and he squalled and he clacked and he shook out his feathers. He was

obviously telling a story. But he was a defective storyteller. When he finished his story, they

pecked him to death.”I clench my fists and sit very still.“What do you think of that?”“It’s a good

story,” I croak.Silence falls between us again until we are on the ground. The dozy man by the

window rouses himself now. The dominatrix introduces us, though she has not confided her

own name. “This is Homer, my chaperone.”“Have a good odyssey, Homer,” I say, shaking his

hand.“All I want is a bowling alley,” Homer says, his speech slightly slurred.“A bowling alley?”

I’m not sure I heard him correctly.“Yep. A one-lane bowling alley.”“A one-lane bowling alley,” I

echo him again.“You bet. Something to do when you get old.”I find this as creepy as the image

of the storytelling of crows pecking an unsatisfactory storyteller to death.I stretch my legs, and

my back. I find the usual creaks and complaints after hours of sitting in an airplane seat, but no

trace of my fall at the airport. Did it really happen? Was I hurled far enough from my body to

meet Death in his own realm? How did I come down safely?I remember Homer’s account of

Priam crossing safely through the enemy lines at night because the hand of a god was held

over him.What power placed its hand under me, on that airport concourse?I smell chicken

blood, and other fluids. In that instant, I am sitting on a woven mat in a room full of images,

carved from wood, wrought from iron. The lean black man in front of me is casting a set of

bronze medallions for me. He is asking, ¿Quién te defiende ante las orishas?That is always the

question, in any world. Who supports you among the greater powers? In the Yoruba tradition,

they are called orishas. Others call them gods or devas or neteru or archetypes. Their forms

are never fixed, despite human efforts to hold them to patterns so your head doesn’t explode

when you begin to see them in their larger identities. Arjuna asked to see Krishna in his cosmic

form and then couldn’t deal with what he was shown: the birth and the death of worlds. I see

again the world-devouring clock, the cosmic meat grinder, in Yama’s belly.Well, I have been

reminded of my assignment. I will be allowed to live as long as I keep generating stories that

entertain Death. How do I explain this to my agent?“It’s about entertainment, kid.” Marty winks

at me.He picks up a shopping bag that is leaning on the desk and places it on top. The label is

from a Beverly Hills store. “Look at this,” he removes a note from inside and waves it at me so I

can see the letterhead, with the name of a bestselling author. She has signed the note in coral

red lipstick.Now he pulls out a mess of pages and riffles through them, showing me sketches

written on napkins and notes, inviting editors to fill in the blanks.“They’ll take it, and they’ll pay

what we want, because she entertains. It doesn’t matter whether she can write a grammatical

sentence. What matters is what keeps people turning the pages. Sure, this is hen lit. But it’s

women who buy most of the fiction. Speaking of which, where are your female characters? If

you’re going soft on me, you’d better produce a hard-on for the ladies you want to read you.”He

plays with an unlit cigar. He was nicer when he could smoke at the office.“I do know it’s about

entertainment.” I meet Marty’s point of view, short of the Beverly Hills shopping bag. I don’t tell

him that entertainment is a life-or-death matter for me right now.I’m thinking about women

characters.I have one. I must allow Lorelei to tell her story in her own voice. I trust this will

dissuade Yama from tightening his necktie around my throat.The Lost Girl and the Fairy of the

Copper BeechYou are about to enter a modern fairy tale. It is a true story, told in the voice of a

woman who found, to her amazement, that her beautiful lost girl — the one who went missing

when a dream of romance was crushed — had been held safe among the roots of a special

tree in the place where she was first kissed. Like life, the tale is still unfolding. To reclaim our

lost girls and boys, we must prove to them that we are safe and we are fun. Listen to Lorelei tell



her story, and consider how much of it is about you.I went to my favorite used bookshop in

Vienna after I heard you say in an interview that we need to find the bigger story of our lives. I

stopped for angel’s kisses — my favorite cookies — at the bakery along the street. I was afraid

that the bookshop might have closed, because I had not been there since I was quite young.

But it was still open, and Herr Müller was still there behind the counter, a little balder and

thinner than when I last saw him, surrounded by cats, with a bilingual edition of Dante in his

hands.“Ma tu, perche vai?” he greeted me in fourteenth-century Tuscan. Before I had figured it

out, he translated for me, “But you, why are you traveling?”“I have come looking for the bigger

story of my life.”“Ah. For that, you must go in the back room.”I knew this was a privilege. The

back room was reserved for rare volumes kept in locked cabinets, and for boxes of books Herr

Müller had recently purchased that had not yet been priced and sorted.“Keep your intention in

mind, and don’t expect anything in particular.” He dropped his voice. “That room is full of shelf

elves, and more.”This strange reception brought a flutter of hope. My life had been drab in

recent years. It was often hard for me to get out of bed in the morning. I don’t know how I would

have managed without the discipline of a steady job and decent workmates. There was no man

who was important in my life, and when I was honest with myself, I had to admit that love had

been missing since my heart was broken when I was fourteen. Going out with girlfriends for a

few glasses of wine or a movie and sometimes dancing with strangers — usually avoiding

anything beyond the dance — were my prime amusements.As I threaded my way through

towers of books into the back room, I wondered what would leap out at me.I was struck by the

beauty of the bindings of the books in the cases against the wall to my right. I saw intricate

patterns of foliage and vines, traced in gold leaf on rich green and brown covers. Was that an

early edition of The Golden Bough? Was that a complete set of the Color Fairy books? Either

series would be a likely place to find a story.I turned my head away and thrust out an arm to

pluck a book at random from one of the shelves. I felt something give. My hand closed on

something moist and springy. I turned to look and found I was holding a little branch, the

branch of an apple tree. The wall of books had been drawn away, like a curtain. I stepped

forward, amazed, into an apple orchard.It was lovely here, under dappled light. I wondered if I

was meant to eat one of the apples. Wasn’t that the way that people traveled to the Otherworld

in some of the fairy stories? I chose a little apple that was more golden than red, but found it

tart, and let it fall after a single bite. It did not seem to have had any effect.But I saw now that

beyond the apple orchard and some patches of wildflowers, there were deeper woods. I felt

called to follow the path that wound into the forest.I looked over my shoulder a few times to

make certain I could see the way back.Something hit me on the shoulder. I looked down and

saw a little stick, with some carved symbols on it that made me think of runes.I looked up, and

a large black bird cawed at me from the high branches of a tree.I took another step, and I was

struck again, by another piece of wood with similar markings. I looked up at the tree and saw a

man in a hooded robe where the bird had been. His robe seemed to be made of black

feathers.“What are you doing in my wood?” the man in the tree growled at me.I told him you

had sent me.“Why?” he demanded.“I was told I need to find the bigger story of my life.”He

pulled on his beard, considering this. I decided, in that moment, that I must be talking to a

druid.“I have a story for you.” He cocked his head. “There is another tree, far from here. It is the

kind you call a copper beech. Do you remember it?”Of course. It was a tree I had known since

early childhood. It stands in a park in Vienna. It was under that tree that I found and lost the

love of my life.“There is a fairy in that tree,” the druid went on. “She has been holding a part of

your soul safe for many years. It is time for you to go to her and see whether you can get your

lost girl back.”
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Dr. Eoghan C. Ballard, “Mysterious Realities: A Voyage beyond our Waking Lives. In all of the

books Robert Moss has artfully delivered on dreams, he shares some amazing locales beyond

the ordinary world. This book is no exception. His description of the costume dept for spirit

guides in the moon café and half-armored police with the heads of hounds patroling the seedy

neighborhoods, represent only the preface to some amazing worlds.As Robert Moss warns us,

"words have the power to call things...and bring creatures from one world into another," and

here he has done that masterfully.Here is a great collection of short stories. You will encounter

good fiction, wonderful snippits of fantasy, except...you shouldn't read this as fantasy. It's a

traveler's guide to the countries you visit in dream, "for those who always go beyond the

roadmaps."Go beyond them; Professor Moss does. This is no light, New Age dip into the

shallow end of the dream pool. We meet magicians - the real kind, daimons, and not a few

spirits that may qualify as demons, if not of the rich, certainly of the famous. We are taken by a

master storyteller into the realms of our psyches; into realms that Yeats, Einstein, Jung, and

Eliade knew to be real, and sometimes terrifying.In this book, Robert Moss goes far beyond his

previous voyages into dreaming. He in essence takes off his gloves, imparting not only the

magic of dream worlds and the multiple universes in which they reside, but the roadmaps with

which to reach them.As we all will admit when we're truly being honest with ourselves, the

worlds we dream in are more real than not. This book is an inspiring trip through dreamland.

Book your ticket today, if you dare.”

fishgirl, “Fascinating Mysterious Realities. Mysterious Realities is the latest book from author/

dream shaman Robert Moss. There are two ways to read this book. You might be reading as

an initiate into the world of shamanic dream journeying wherein you will discover the

possibilities open to you as you practice your own dream travels beyond your day to day

existence in present time. On the other hand, you might simply be looking for entertainment in

which case you will delight in the author’s storytelling abilities. Either way, you’re in for a treat.

The yarns being spun here are taken from Robert Moss’s very real—and wild!—experiences

with dreaming into what he calls The Imaginal Realm. If you are looking for an imaginative

romp through non-linear time and extraordinary situations to read by a cozy fire, this anthology

of tales will satisfy. I am a fan of this author and feel he shines brightest sharing stories with

O’Henry-like hooks of synchronicity. “The Ride to Tethys” near the end of this book is one such

wonderful story. There are many others within the pages of “Mysterious Realities”. I leave you

to discover them for yourself. If you feel the pull of these Mysterious Realities, consider

exploring the ways and means of how to become an adept dreamer yourself by seeking out a



class by Robert Moss and/or picking up one of his more practical guides to dream techniques

you can master with his help.”

QuinnCreative, “Swimming Through The Bardo, One Life at a Time. Robert Moss is a

combination of storyteller, folklorist, historian, and dreamer. In this book, he gets to be all of

those things at once. And readers get to go along for an incredible ride.Moss dips into the

imaginal realm: the space between dreams and wakefulness; between life and death; between

this life and a parallel one. Here he finds adventure, learning, and time traveling rolled into a

tale of dreams.If you don't believe that dreams are instructive, that we are a combination of

archetypes who live in a multiverse, or plays in which we learn to chose and accept

consequences of our choices--you can still enjoy the book as a series of wonderful and

imaginative tales.Each chapter is a separate story of one of Moss's dreams. Each chapter

begins with a brief explanation to provide context and a gentle hint of how the story may be

important to you, the reader. That is a difficult balance point, and Moss handles it with ease,

inviting you into his dreams and then back into yours.I found this book most useful as before-

sleep reading. Prepared by one of Moss's dreams, and his exploration of meaning, I've been

remembering more of my dreams and using them to help me explore the creative meaning in

life.”

The book by Robert Moss has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 62 people have provided feedback.
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